Installation Frames

Installation frames are available for use with all Stripline® Series diffusers to provide a positive-dimensional ceiling or wall opening for the diffuser or grille. In flush margin installations where frame surface will be visible, the frame is finished to match the diffuser or grille.

These units are made with removable cores and separate plaster frames for surface or flush installations. An integral part of each diffuser core is the unique coil spring-lock which further facilitates the installation of Stripline® when used as a continuous unit or where sections are required. This springlock feature locks the unit firmly in place, and eliminates the use of screwholes and screws. No tools required.
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Ceiling Installation
Duct by others
Type EH-20 Stripline® with type PF plaster frame ceiling supply mounting

Sidewall Installation
Duct by others
Type EH-10 Stripline® with type PF plaster frame high sidewall supply mounting

Coil Spring Mounting